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Abstract:
This paper introduced the gas flow and optimization of a spiral-like flexible chimneybased LED bulb by a combined mathematical and experimental study. A mathematical model of
spiral flexible LED bulb considering nature convection, radiation and heat transfer was
established by the FLOEFD software based on the finite element method (FEM), and was also
compared with the experimental result. The effect of chimney-self based and vacuum content on
the thermal performance of a bulb was studied. A thermal resistance model was proposed for
analytical model. Compared with the filament with a stretch height of 3cm, the chimney effect
can reduce the average junction temperature of filament by 6.38 ℃ (through the experiment)
and 6.48 ℃ (through the simulation) respectively. The results revealed that the chimney effect
has a huge impact on the gas flow in the bulb. The cause of the phenomenon is that flexible LED
filament can improve the gas flow by changing self-shape instead of other cooling device. A
vacuum content was introduced in the bulb and composition was optimized by using analytical
model. The filament temperature in optimized bulb could decrease 6 0C than full filled with
helium.
Keyword: Spiral-like Flexible LED Filament; Chimney-Effect; Vacuum Content; Thermal
Arrangement

Introduction
As an attractive illumination source,
the white light emitting diodes (WLEDs)
have a great speed of development in recent
years [1-3]. Chinese government affirms
that one-third of power consumption could
be saved if LEDs acting as a domain
illumination source [4]. The lifetime of LEDs
are 9-10 times while the energy consume is
only about 75% than fluorescent lights [5].
So far, LEDs are being considered the fourth
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generation of light sourced [6]. However,
the junction temperature of LEDs should
not exceed 110 degrees for fear of shorten
lifetime,
shifted
wavelength,
lower
luminous efficiency and so on [7]. The first
enemy of LED is the heat owing to the
material of semiconductor [8], so the
thermal management of LEDs of great value.
45% of the input electrical energy is
converted into heat owing to the power
conversion efficiency of LED chips is about
55% [9]. For many advanced cooling
1
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systems, such as heat-pipe cooling [10],
liquid cooling [11], ionic wind cooling [1214], as well as heat sink cooling [15], have
been used to manage the thermal property
of high-power LEDs.
Xiao et al [10] firstly designed an
automatic cooling device which integrated
with a microcontroller, heat pipes and Fan.
Lai et al [11] investigated an active liquid
cooling solution of such LEDs in an
automotive headlight application. Dong et al
[12] developed a heat sink with ionic wind
which using wire to parallel-nonestretched-electrodes as a new cooling
device. Chen et al [13] employed ionic wind
to augment heat transfer of a LED mounted
on a substrate and found that the thermal
resistance for the negative polarity is lower
than that for the positive one. Wang et al
[14-15] studied the application of ionic
wind produced by corona discharge to cool
a LED car headlamp and demonstrated that
the ionic wind could decade the red shifting
of the chromaticity coordinates as well as
the radiant power.
Natural air cooling is much more
reliable, environmental, and economic than
active cooling systems. Abdelmlek [16]
studied the number and arrangement of
LED-chips on the heat-sink owing to the
different effect of junction temperature.
Later, the same group also investigated the
optimization of different chip size,
disposition on different substrate [17].
These authors also proposed a new thermal
resistance model to precise estimate the
junction and phosphor temperature, which
proves the feasibility of the estimated
model [18]. Chen et al discussed the
phenomenon about overestimation of
phosphor temperature in high-power LEDs
by thermocouple [2]. Park investigated the

chimney design of a radial heat sink [19].
Park and his group [20, 21] investigated the
effect of a radial heat sink with a chimney
for LED downlights. The cooling efficiency
could up to 20%. Feng [22] et al introduced
a gas mixture in the LED bulb and optimized
its composition. It was found that the lowest
temperature of 360 K of the LED bulb filled
with a mixture of 74% helium and 26%
xenon. A correlation which could predict
the effect factor determined by the
geometric factors and installation angle was
proposed. Luo et al details reviewed the
heat and fluid flow problems in LED
packaging process in recent years [23].
Shen et al studied the orientation effects on
natural convection heat dissipation of
rectangular fin heat sinks mounted on LEDs
[24]. It may result in an abnormal of the
light intensity a reduction in the lifetime of
LED lights as well as the worse of the bulb
[25, 26].
The
properties
of
thermal
dissipation are also very important in LED
bulbs. Many researchers have done
something about it. For example, Feng et al
found that the higher thermal conductivity
of filling gas, the less junction temperature
change would be [27].
This paper studied a novel flexible
spiral-like LED filament bulb, which could
optimize gas flow mechanism through selfshape changing. The mathematical model
including heat conduction, radiation and
convection were computed through
numerical simulation results. A thermal
resistance model concerning bulbs was
proposed to analysis the average
temperature of LED filament. A vacuum
content was introduced in the bulb and its
percentage
was
optimized
through
analytical model.
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Specific heat
Thermal conductivity
Position vector
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Scattering coefficient
Total heat transfer
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𝑇𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑠
𝑠,𝑖𝑛

𝐴𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑒
𝐶1
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𝑠,𝑜𝑢𝑡
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𝑄𝑟𝑎𝑑,
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𝜎

𝑋12

𝐴𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑠
𝑠
𝑛𝑖
𝛽

∆𝑇

Transfer medium
Average
temperatures of
inner
surface of bubble
shell
Wetted surface
area of filament
0.5611, empirical
coefficients of
Nu-Ra correlation
inside bulb
Outer surface
area of bubble
shell
0.4428, empirical
coefficients of
Nu-Ra correlation
outside bulb
Radiation heat
transfer rate from
filament to
bubble shell
5.67×10-8 𝑤⁄𝑚2𝐾2
Stefan-Boltzmann
constant
0.644 view factor
from the filament
to the inner
surface of bubble
shell
Average of inner
and outer surface
areas of bubble
shell
Mole fraction of
species i
Volumetric
thermal
expansion
coefficient
Average
temperature
different between
filament and
inner surface of
bulb shell

Mathematical Simulation
Boundary conditions, computational
domain and governing equations

A 3D simulated model was designed
to optimize the vacuum content of the bulb
based on the thermal resistance model.
Heat conduction, convection and radiation
was involved from the chip to the
environment respectively. The transfer path
is shown in (Figure 1). In solid domains, we
could use standard heat conduction
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Tglass,out

hin
n1

hout
n2

Qrad,out
εfile

Average temperatures of
outer surface of bubble
shell
Heat transfer coefficient
inside bulb
0.225, empirical coefficients
of Nu-Ra correlation inside
bulb
Average heat transfer
coefficient on the outer
surface of bulb
0.2527, empirical
coefficients of Nu-Ra
correlation outside bulb
Radiation heat transfer rate
from bubble shell to
environment
emissivity
emissivity

εglass

δ

Thickness of bubble shell

λglass

Thermal conductivity of
glass
Binding factor of species i
and j

φij

l

Characteristic length
(filament height & bulb
diameter)

equation for heat conduction, for example,
chip to filament and bubble shell from
inside to outside surface. The buoyancy
force term and Naiver- Stokes equation
were considered for thermal convection
inside the bubble shell [22]. Since the
surface area of the filament is very small,
the thermal radiation generated by the
filament is negligible. The numerical
simulation model has been introduced in
[9].
3
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Figure (1): Mesh of numerical simulation model

For the above numerical simulation model,
the governing equations as shown below
[22, 26]: The continuity equation goes as
follows:
∇ ∙ (𝑃𝑉) = 0
(1)
The momentum equation is:
𝑝

∇𝑝

∇ 𝑉

𝑓𝑜𝑟

𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑝𝑞

(2)

The energy equation is:
𝑃𝐶
∇
∇

(3)

Solid region energy equation:
∇
∇
(4)
There are five sub-domains in the
computational domain, i.e., LED chip,
filament (substrate, glue and chips), bubble
shell, gas vacuum inside the bulb and
ambient condition. The thermal physical
properties of each sub-domain were shown
in (Table 1) [9], which was used to calculate
the above governing equation. The LED
chips were regarded as volumetric heat
source with a 70%-80% efficiency of
conversion into heat [9, 27]. The imposed
volume heat source was 2.45W, which
uniformly distributed on 99 chips.
Table (1): thermal physical properties of
sub-domain

LED chips

Thermal
conductivity
𝒘⁄(𝒎 ∙ 𝒌)
150

Substrate (Al)
Glue
Glass
Inner gas

237
0.3
0.9
Eq. (34)

Outer gas

0.02

Domain
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Mathematical results

(Figure 2) shows the mathematical
results of model, which include the
numerically predicted streamlines and the
gas flow path of air and helium inside the
bulbs respectively. The input electrical
power is 3.5 W. The environment
temperature was set at 25℃ . The highest
temperature of the bulb in the left was
98.20℃, while the right was 91.82℃ As can
be seen from (Figure 2). According to the
temperature distribution, the heat is
concentrated at the top of the bulb because
the gas heats up. Air has a lower thermal
conductivity than helium, so the gas in Fig.
2(a) flows denser and faster than that in Fig.
2(b). In general, the vacuum content of the
bulb has a great influence on the junction
temperature of LED filament.
Figure (2a): Air-filled LED filament bulb
(2b): Helium-filled LED filament bulb

Experiments and setup
To
verify
the
mathematical
simulation model, the junction temperature
4
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of LED filament bulb was tested. (Figure
included a glass bubble shell and a spiral
3)shows the prototype of flexible spiral LED
LED filament distributed on 99 LED chips.
filament bulb produced processing, which
Figure (3): Conceptual of a self-chimney spiral LED bulb

As shown in (Figure 4(a)), the
average
PN-junction
temperature,
temperature of the surface bulb was
measured by instrument (LED-T300B) in a
closed environment, which use VoltageCurrent method. The 15-mA direct current
power supply was used to light bulbs. A
thermocouple was paste to measure the
temperature on the other surface of bulb
shell, as shown in (Figure 4(b)).
Figure (4): Experimental set up: (a) PN
junction temperature testing instrument
(LED-T300B) (b) Tested spiral LED bulb

Figure (5): The PN junction temperature of
the filament with air-filled and the filament
with helium- filled.

Thermal resistance network model

As shown in Fig. 5, the dashed line
was the PN junction temperature of airfilled LED filament bulb and the curve was
the PN junction temperature of heliumfilled LED filament bulb. The slope of the
curve slowed down gradually with the test
time or number of iterations. It shows the
temperature of the filament with air-filled is
higher than that of helium-filled, which is
correspond with mathematical simulate
results and experiment test.

There are four basic steps of the
heat transfer: (1) from chips to filament; (2)
from filament to bubble shell; (3) from the
inside to the outside surface of bubble shell;
(4) from outer surface of the bubble shell to
the environment. Each step is closely
related to one or more thermal resistance
model.
Figure (6) Schematic diagram of thermal
resistance model for spiral chimney-based
LED bulb

There may be a thermal contact
resistance at the interface between chips
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and filament in step 1, as well as a
spreading thermal resistance exist when
heat transferred from chips to filament [22,
29]. It is hard to exact analyze the spreading
thermal resistance owing to the complex
structure of filament and the uneven
distribution of chips on the filament.
Besides, the thermal resistances concerning
from chip to filament were not covered in
this discussed thermal resistance network.
Therefore, the suggested model is just
capable of predict the average filament
temperature. It should be emphasized that
the main function of the thermal model is to
discover the optimum vacuum content for
LED bulbs. To this end, it is enough to select
the average filament temperature other
than the chip temperature. The optimum
vacuum content was determined by the
average filament temperature. In general,
the average temperature of the filament
was related to convection cooling. The
lower the average filament temperature, the
better the cooling effect of the bulb, and the
worse it is.
The chip-to-environment thermal
resistant network was shown in (Figure (6),
which ignore the thermal resistance
between the chips and filament. Convection
and radiation are mainly involved when
heat transferred from filament to the
bubble shell in step 2, associated with the
convective resistance RNC,in and a radiative
resistance Rrad,in respectively. There is
only heat conduction from inner surface to
the outer surface of the bubble shell,
corresponding to conductive resistance
Rcond. In the end ， heat transferred from
the bubble shell to the environment through
natural convection and radiation, associated
with convective resistance RNC,out and a
radiative resistance Rrad,out respectively.
There are 2 processes of heat
transferred from filament to the bubble
shell: first from the filament to the gas
inside the bubble, and from the gas inside
the bubble to the bubble shell. Each step-in
line with a boundary layer either at the
filament or the inside surface, However.
The total thermal resistance was
defined on account of temperature
difference between filament (Tfila) to
environment (Ten) [30, 31], as:
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(5)
The total thermal resistance could
be described as the sum of thermal
resistances inside the bulb via the bubble
shell, together with outside the glass based
on the thermal resistance network, as [22,
30, 31]:
(6)
(7)

(8)
(9)
Figure (7): LED bulb surface temperature
collection point

As shown in (Figure 7), this is the
simulated section diagram of LED filament
bulb. Eight point were collected on the
surface temperature of the filament, the
inner surface temperature of the bubble
shell, and the outer surface temperature of
the bubble shell respectively. The average
temperature of the filament (𝑇𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑎 ) is the
average of the sum of temperatures from 1
to 8, the average temperature of inner
surface of the bubble shell (𝑇𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠,𝑖𝑛) is the
average of the sum of temperatures from 9
to 16, the average temperature of outer
surface of the bubble shell (𝑇𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠,𝑜𝑢𝑡) is the
average of the sum of temperatures from 17
6
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to 24.

Optimum composition of vacuum
content in the bulbs
One could improve heat convection
inside the bulb to prompt the thermal
performance. An effective way is through
optimizing the vacuum content to optimize
the
comprehensive
effect
between
convection and radiation. The concentration
of helium increases from 60% to 100% with
each 5% increase. With the filament
temperature fixed to be 88.56 ℃, the
optimum composition was found to be 96%
helium and 4% vacuum in mole fraction, as
shown in (Table 2). The density of helium is
positive proportional to the formula weight,
while the thermal conductivity is inversely
proportional to the formula weight. Helium
has the lowest formula weight in all inter
gases, so the higher the helium content, the
better the convection effect. Besides, the
higher the vacuum, the better the radiation
effect. Thus, a mixture of helium and
vacuum could achieve a balance between
natural convection and radiation. All the
simulation was done using the same bubble
shell model, and the optimum composition
might vary with the geometric of bulb.
Table (2): The filament temperature and
total thermal resistance of LED bulb for
different vacuum.
𝑻𝒇𝒊𝒍𝒂 ℃

𝑹𝒕𝒐𝒕
℃⁄𝑾)

Helium
(%)

Vacuum
(%)

106.15

32.13

60

40

104.28

31.59

65

35

102.11

31.02

70

30

100.39

30.5

75

25

98.56

30.11

80

20

95.24

29.58

85

15

93.93

29.06

90

10

90.03

28.66

95

5

88.56

28.4

96

4

91.82

28.53

100

0

Conclusions
The effects of self-chimney-based
filament LED bulb were studied by
experiment and simulation. Various vacuum
content effect on the gas flow of LED
filament light bulb was also investigated.
The deviation between the simulation and
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experimental results was only 3 ℃, and the
simulated trend is corresponded with
experimental results. Considering natural
convection, radiation and conjugated
domain, the deviation was reasonable. An
analytical model and thermal resistance
model of LED bulb was also discussed. It
was found natural convection play the
leading role on heat performance. In
addition, when the optimum mixture gas
was used as filling gas instead full filled with
helium, the filament temperature could
decrease 4℃, which is cost saving in
practice.

Highlights
1. The chimney effect has a huge impact
on the gas flow in the bulb.
2. The gas flow of the bulb was
investigated by mathematical and
experimental.
3. A thermal resistance model for spiral
flexible LED bulb was proposed.
4. A vacuum content was introduced in
the bulb and composition was
optimized by using analytical model.
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